
ACTUAL



Because it works, minimalist design is taking over. 

Minimalist design can be identified by a framework that is simple in nature, and 
that only the necessary elements for functionality are included. Thus, shifting the 
paradigm of traditional office spaces they’d been planned with permanent layouts 
to minimalist designs whereby it is so simple that users don’t even think of it whilst 
working.  This shift moves beautifully in tandem with the notion about encouraging 
workers to come together regularly, hoping it will spur fresh ideas and innovation.
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ACTUAL 2.0 

ACTUAL extends space efficiency into the space of 
management. As a versatile modular system, it can be 
configured to support both individual and teamworking. 



ACTUAL 2.1 

The light and simplistic lines of the modular aluminium desk structure support the shaping 
of space to meet the changing needs from team to individual and vice versa. Space-efficient 
environments can be created immediately with a simple menu of components and elements.

Accessories your workstation to suit your working habit



ACTUAL 3.0

This system is flexible enough to be expanded to meet the needs of 
group seating. At the same, it retains a consistent design aesthetic. 



ACTUAL 3.1

Improving functionality and optimising workspaces are the key to the success 
of using any furniture system in most Asian work cultures.

ACTUAL fulfils all standard office requirements by complementing the system 
easily with the all-time favorites : modesty panels (a top need in Asian offices 
with female workers), pedestal storages, cushioned mobile pedestal storages 
(doubled as a quick discussion stopover), functional screen and more.



ACTUAL 3.2 

The light and simplistic design of ACTUAL legs charmingly supports the changing 
needs from team collaboration to individual work spaces and vice versa. Space 
efficient environments can be re-created and maximised by applying the SQ-s plug-
and-match functional screen that come in various choices.

Plant box Fabric screen

Magazine/book box Fabric screen with accessory 
rail

Frosted glass/acrylic screen

Whiteboard screen



Integrative. Flexible. Efficient.

ACTUAL can be easily ustomized to support ways of 
working for both permanent and mobile workers.



ACTUAL 4.0 

ACTUAL expands the space efficiency into meeting and training 
spaces with unobstructed legroom beneath the worksurface. 



On-site
Real product.  Real applications.



SaleS Office:
B-G-26, Ground Floor,
The TUBE, Block B, Unit 26,
Menara Prima, Jalan PJU 1/37,
47301, Petaling Jaya, Selangor,
Malaysia
Tel: +603-78871733
Fax: +603-7887 1713
Email: info@zenpro.com.my

factOry:
AL 50, Lot 37901,
Jalan Kampung,
Kampung Baru Sungai Buloh,
47000 Sungai Buloh, Selangor, 
Malaysia.
Tel : +6016-332 8196
Fax: +603-6156 1442

Authorized dealers:




